A Greeting to New Students

A triple welcome to the students, civilian and Naval alike, who are entering The Rice Institute at the beginning of their thirty-fifth academic session. You have come to a place where beauty and utility, intellect and character, truth and its interpretation, go forward hand in hand.

We welcome you most warmly to the opportunity, responsibility, work, and reward which the founder and friends of this institution have provided for you. Towards happiness and high achievement I wish you foresight, fortitude, patience and hope. And if I were to roll these wishes into one, I should wish that hope would wear the longest.

I dare and indeed I like to think that the university is a ship-stately ultimately to anchor in heaven. It is neither a phantom nor a mystery ship, but real and of stout timbers. In some time one of you may become cap- tain of the ship. You start your course under clearing skis and favoring winds. You prepare and practice maneuvers in an ample harbor of knowledge and freedom, courage and faith. In these circumstances we confidently expect to see the becoming captain of your own souls, and, in so far as may be humanly possible, masters of your own fate. And for this confidence there are at least three reasons.

First, the mind of man from his creation is alive and sensitive, and here he has some of the wisdom that begins in the fear of the Lord.

—EDGAR ODELL LOVETT.

Academic Freedom Again

Southern Association Puts T. U. On Probation

On Sunday, 22 July, announcement was made that the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools has placed the University of Texas on probation. This is but the latest, and university credits will be unaffected, but this action may be taken as warning or reprimand.

The Association had sent five investigators to Austin last January. Two months after the discharge of Dr. Homer P. Rainey as president of the University by the regents the association made for the first time a public statement setting forth its pattern for an "era of tranquility" at the school, promising "complete recognition and protection of academic freedom." Let us hope!

On 17 February of this year, the Texas Regents adopted a resolution setting forth its pattern for an "era of tranquility" at the school, promising "complete recognition and protection of academic freedom."

On 17 February of this year, the Texas Regents adopted a resolution setting forth its pattern for an "era of tranquility" at the school, promising "complete recognition and protection of academic freedom."

Frosh Femmes to Meet

At 12:00 Today

Woolie Sinclair, Sophomore vice president, has announced that there will be a meeting of all Freshman girls in the Physics Amphitheater on Monday at noon (12:00) today. The Freshman girls are to be present.

The campus will be shut down during the meeting and those girls who are unwilling to commit themselves to the task of much-needed re- form. It seems that both people and in-

First Navy Dance, 18 August, To Be At Coliseum

Saturday evening, 18 August, the San Houston Coliseum will be the scene of a gala evening. As before the dance will be free to all and civil and university credits will be awarded. The evening will take place at 9 P.M. and music will once again be furnished by the Navy Orchestra under the direction of Charles Rose, Lt. Forces, who is in charge of entertainment. Promises a good stage show at inter- mission.

Under the direction of Dr. W. L. Rice, Welfare and Recreation Of- fice, the following events are working on the dance: Fred Anderson, Dick Moulton, Larry Witterer, and Dan Kennedy. More information will be given on the dance, but everyone is reminded to make plans to be at this dance which promises to be one of the biggest events of the year.

Women's Council Names Morrow, Conroy To Fill Jobs

The Women's Council met on Monday at noon. At this time two new members were inducted. C. H. Morrow is the new recording-secretary, and M. C. Conroy, the new freshman representative.

The Council met on Monday at noon. At this time two new members were inducted. C. H. Morrow is the new recording-secretary, and M. C. Conroy, the new freshman representative.
The Right to Kick

The great American right to kick is unquestionably a fine thing—but on occasion the tendency is to go beyond reasonable limits in using the right without also accepting the duties necessarily attached to it. And primary among such duties is the need to make the steps toward changing that which is the object of complaint.

To put the facts plainly, we are excessively tired indeed of the apathetic attitude toward Rice Institute prevailing around its campus. Nothing is worse than blaming it on the war. That is a stock excuse and a very weak one. Without an attempt to improve matters is the chief form of entertainment.

Actually the reason for lack of that elusive quantity, school spirit, among navy men here lies squarely within the civilian student body. Nobody likes to be out of step with current general policies, therefore it is natural that incoming navy men should form their own campus attitudes by those already present. Since they see the civilian elements lack of unity it is natural that they should fall in with this prevalent tendency. How can we expect the navy to respect and love Rice Institute and its traditions when the example set by civilians points in the opposite direction?

We see on every side petty fights over campus politics. Instead of consideration of qualifications for offices elected time brings consideration of membership in the same principles prevail all in spheres. Rather than expending effort to make Rice a better place in which to go to school members of the Student Association are engaging in pursuing their own selfish interest to the destructive end of constant campus civil endeavor, through this rather radi-

As far as scholastic and academic difficulties go, Rice is just as well off as any university. Many in-\n
Society

The members of the E. R. L. S. honored their pledges September 29th with a party at the home of Miss Margee Scott. Weatherwise was served during the evening. The guests included pledges, bridge players, and many other games.

Club News

Los Buhos will hold their first meeting of the year on Thursday, 2 Aug., at 7:30 p.m. at A-Home. All old members and those who would like to join the Spanish Club are invited to attend. These people are urged to sign up for their pictures on Los Buhos’ page in the Campus Record. The club will have their picture taken.

The officers met last Thursday and voted on the following agenda for the year:

1. A joint council for Diet-Together.
2. Spanish-English Club.
5. A joint council for Diet-Together.

The OWLS are planning a similar party for Saturday night at the home of Betty Keyser. A pro-

The OWLS gave an open house Sunday afternoon at Autumn House for their pledges, Miss Katherine Thompson and Dorothy Miller were in charge of the refreshments.

Miss Margee Scott was hostess at a bridge party Wednesday afternoon in the home of Miss Barbara Koons. Twenty friends of theBeautiful guests danced, played bridge and drank cocktails. Food was served during the evening. The evening’s enthusiasm was increased by the pledge.

The members of OWLS recently elected Miss Nora Potts as their pledge president.

The OWLS planning a similar party for Saturday night at the home of Betty Keyser. A pro-

After the love songs were sung, the program was given by the pledges.

The OWLS successfully filled Mortimer’s job. After the love songs were sung, the program was given by the pledges.

The OWLS successfully filled the positions of the easier-going Southern girls. Miss Dorothy Miller has applied to improve school spirit and, hence, would you suggest an all-school benefit of some sort? We realize that as far as social activities are concerned, formals are most welcome. Many courses have been dropped from the curriculum, this is to be expected in war-time.

Those people who would normally have come to Rice to enjoy various dances are those Northern boys happy and well-satisfied, and they are enduring, through this rather radi-

The old comedy-duo, Sass and Buckley, are handing out a new line to the A-Home students, "I Used to Walk in Chicago." Johnny Whites and James Cobb wonder if it’s really a hit.

Mrs. Cannon regrets to announce her same($), that she will be absent for a short time. She will be in the cool Hermann Park open this week. Mrs. Cannon regrets to announce her same($), that she will be absent for a short time. She will be in the cool Hermann Park open this week.

As far as scholastic and academic difficulties go, Rice is just as well off as any university. Many in-

2. Are you interested in the coming fall basketball season? Would you consider attending the all-school play before the first game, learning the rules, and getting a little school spirit to let us know if you’re interested in enrolling these hellhounds halls?

3. What kind of dances do you think should be organized? Do you think the dances should be-- one? Do you think the dances should be-- one? Do you think the dances should be-- one?

4. The Student Council is planning another all-school function in an effort to improve the spirit among the students. If you were deciding this issue, how would you vote on the following questions:

The Thresher

On the occasion of the opening of Fine Arts' new Terrero, Miss T. J. McCloud will preside over the ceremony. The Mayor will open the celebration with the traditional speeches and the Mayor will be followed by the President of the Board of Trustees. The ceremony will be attended by the entire student body.
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No doubt of many of your ambitious souls who have wandered off the beaten path in the direction of the evil and the wicked. All those who have noticed the high torrent of the “Blue Danube.” Close inspection of these floods reveal the truth of one of the old credentials: Calmness and blood. At first it seems a stinging effect upon your heart before you begin to wonder who or what is responsible. But then you notice a beautiful sound of Celia coming from hall! So, not quite, it’s one of our beloved souls here at Rice, gone before. It’s Coach Neadly, and worse than that, Coaches Davis, Grigg and Mathias are helping him sow his seed in the locker room.

You see, dear reader, shortly after his first game the football season training began. The men were put through a week of every conceivable “hard work” work-out more or less. Everyone was happy (except Coach) until the following Tuesday afternoon, when the squad was shocked from its enforced inactivity when they heard one disastrous word. Man who could face anything crumbled from it. PAD.

The practice that afternoon, needless to say, was a grueling exercise. To quote a phrase “The Blue Danube flowed with the blood of the Rice Patricians.” It was indeed a gallant battle—that handful of the Northwest gridsters getting into as good shape as can be expected this early in the season. Men, good or bad, could be heard from everyone as muscles were stretched to the utmost. Three men had been used since last season. Over 60 men have lined up for the summer practices and one of the heaviest teams in years will be put on the field for the initial game of the 1945 season.

The Weekly Henry “Red” Meyers award instituted this semester by the Henry “Red” Meyers Foundation has been presented to the following individuals for their unselfish and devoted service to the University. The contest found Coach Jess Neely’s gridiron staff members helping him sow seed in the locker room.
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THE THRESHER

Navy Swim Squad Wins Y Meet With A&M Far Behind

SPORTS

By Pete Marshall

Some of the gridiron stars who predicted in 1940 that the drubbing at the hands of the Texas Tech Cadets would be severe are now hiding their faces behind the newspapers in an effort to escape the laughter and ridicule of the successors of these same people.

Several weeks ago, Hank Greenberg, who as a member of the 1940 conference teams with Uncle Sam and presently displayed his old batting power with mighty home runs in his first game, Al Benton, another Tiger, spent three years with the Navy, came back twisted and sensitive at heart and in body, was reinstated in the lineup and is taking his regular position at center field. The other C. L. Lee Musil, rejoined the Tigers after service in the Navy, and is now giving up only 13 hits.

Naturally the most sensational return to football was the one made by Darrell (Do) Ferriss. A second-stringer, he was ready to get back into the Army, so when Darrell showed up at practice, he returned to the lineup and is taking his regular position at center field. The other C. L. Lee Musil, rejoined the Tigers after service in the Navy, and is now giving up only 13 hits.
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SUMMER GRID WORK
To End After One More Hot Week

One more week of practice will be held for Rice's gridiron crew before tapering off in preparation for the next season. Only light, see-sessions will be held until the last week in August, when Jess Neely, head coach, expects to scrimmage pretty to prepare for the season opener against the LSU Tigers at Baton Rouge.

Rice faces the toughest schedule in some time, with 10 games on tap, nine "breathers," and no open dates. Plenty of hard work will be needed to prepare the team for its calendar, but Coach Neely seems confident that the team will do more than hold its own this season.

Practice this week has stressed passing more than anything else and it seems to be one of the few weak spots, since the line is heavy and the backfield possesses both speed and power. Weaknesses are still prevalent enough to prevent over-confidence on the part of any team-members, however.

In this, his fifth year as head coach at the Institute, Neely will stress the single-wing which he used so well at Clemson. The T-formation will also be employed and between the two, they should be considerate variety in play.

Practice this week has been in pads for the past two days and in all likelihood will be used next week. Also, due to hot weather, no heavy equipment has been held, but these are scheduled to start in another month. The season opener is in Baton Rouge, La., on September 22, and the first home game is slated for October, when the Owls meet the Southwestern Pirates at Rice Stadium.

Line Coach Joe Davis has been drilling his charges this week on fundamentals. Guard and tackle positions appear to be strongest with many good linemen to choose from. So far, all have looked all right, and places on the team are as yet un- picked.

It is too early in the season to make any predictions on teams in the conference, but in all probability the Owls will possess both speed and a shakedown cruise on a destroyer, has just returned to the states after this week-end on a 7-day leave. He will probably be there for about six months. He and Louis Rubin will probably be there for about six months. He and Louis Rubin will

SPORTS STUFF

(Continued from page 3)

and F. A. Adams to further the high ideals and principles set forth by this exceptional individual, who was presented this week to Donald (I'm not really an ogre, fellow)' Truitt for his exceptional good taste in S. m. calfhide, will be the well-mannered work cannot go unawarded and to you, Donald, we say "Well done!"
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